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Towerman Jerome Galily 
 
 
On October 20, 2017, SDRC Chairman Scott McClintock and Assistant Chairman Neil 
Cadwallader interviewed Jerry Galily and his wife Debbie Elliott, about their memories and 
experiences visiting Jerry’s father Jerome Galily, a paid Forest Service towerman at High Point 
for about 10 years from the 1970’s to the early 1980’s.    
Pronunciation of the last name is guh-LIL-lee. 
 
Jerome Galily (6/26/13 – 8/4/93) was a Battalion Chief with FDNY and contracted tuberculosis.  
His doctor advised him to move to a more arid climate.  Remembering San Diego from his Navy 
days, he packed up his 1962 Chevrolet and moved his family to San Diego and eventually to 
Cardiff.  He was hired by the US Forest Service and worked patrolling the southern end of the 
San Bernardino National Forest out of Tripp Flats (which is south of Cahuilla Mountain). 
 
He then transferred to the Cleveland NF as a lookout and worked at Cuyamaca Peak, Los Pinos, 
and High Point.  He preferred High Point and spent the majority of his years there.  Jerry said 
that Jerome was at Cuyamaca Peak Lookout when it was closed.  FFLA records state that 
Cuymaca “was either burned in a wildfire or demolished by the mid-1980s.” 
 
Sometimes, Jerry and Debbie would spend weekends with Jerome while he worked High Point.  
When they visited him, they would lean a ladder against the repeater bunker and overnight in 
their sleeping bags on its flat roof (this was before the solar panels were installed).  The old 
towerman’s house was gone by then.  (Think about it: after the original 7X7 cab was replaced 
by the current live-in tower, there was no need for the ground cabin.) 
 
Jerome planted many, if not all of the pine trees that currently grow off the top of High Point.  
After his shift, he would water his trees and leave out feed for deer and bobcats. He reported 
seeing mountain lions walking up out of Barker Valley.  Jerome was a hunter and after his shift, 
(and during hunting season), would hunt deer and quail.  Debbie remembered Jerome 
preparing quail for dinner on one of their visits. 
 
Whereas Jerome welcomed his son and daughter-in-law up into the High Point cab on their 
visits, he did not allow general forest visitors to climb the tower.  When asked if it was a Forest 
Service rule, Jerry speculated that it was more a matter of Jerome not wanting people poking 
around in his home.  After Jerome retired and the tower was closed, the interior of the cab was 
vandalized.  In 2009, it was refurbished by the FFLA-SDRC using the 1964 blueprints and specs.  
On Jerry’s 2017 visit to the cab, he praised the work of our association for bringing it back to its 
original appearance and igniting his memories. 



 
All of the appliances in the cab worked at that time.  The Forest Service would fill the large 
water tank at the base of the tower.  
 
Jerome worked a week to 10 days at a time.  He would drive home for about 3 days and then 
return, bringing food (mostly canned) for the next 10-day stretch.  Son Jerry was not aware of 
anyone who worked High Point during these days off. 
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